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								 Copyright: www.vprogress.com.au NAPLAN Reading Year 5 2009 Quick Answers 1. What we do affects waterways. 2. Rain could wash them into waterways. 3. plants and animals in the water. 4. They remove oxygen from water. 5. garden waste 6. The rhyme makes it easier to remember. 7. drums. 8. Lord North Wind 9. the dragon kite glistened above them. 10. soared 11. Picture with peacock 12. 2. The drums began to play. 1. The people gathered by the steps. 4. The peo ple cheered their loudest. 3. The fire kite sparkled. 13. the kite that the people liked best. 14. how plastic bags contribute to pollution 15. to encourage readers to think about the topic 16. to give the meaning of disintegrate 17. to make the readers fe el guilty about using plastic bags 18. how plastic bags pollute the world. 19. they are affected themselves. 

 Copyright: www.vprogress.com.au 20. He will discover an answer he has been waiting for. 21. He was impatient for the program to begin. 22. He was dressed more carefully than usual . 23. She had just woken up and was still tired. 24. he really didn’t want to go out. 25. to persuade his mother that the shopping trip can be postponed 26. may be seen in Australian backyards. 27. birds. 28. to illustrate the differences between the male and female 29. bird populations. 30. Australian King Parrot 31. the trees that run alongside it 32. from her tree 33. She thought these reports were for farmers. 34. concerned 35. there will most likely be another flood in that area. ng mad to miss out. 
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